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Introduction:
This document has been developed to assist with the publication of departmental
documents. It is hoped that these guidelines will ensure the accuracy and consistency of
information appearing in departmental publications and to simplify document citation
and cataloguing.
Once a departmental document is published, 2 hard copies, and 1 electronic copy should
be sent to the Yukon Energy, Mines and Resources Library.
If you have questions about the correct publishing format or about this document,
please contact the staff at EMR Library at 667-3111 or emrlibrary@gov.yk.ca for
assistance.
These guidelines can also be found on the internet at:
http://emrlibrary.gov.yk.ca/publishing_standards_rev.pdf
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Information to appear on the document COVER
Title *

mandatory

Department

mandatory

Branch or Division

desirable

Author / Editor / Compiler

desirable

Date

desirable

Yukon wordmark **

mandatory

* Title:

the title should be the same on the document cover and the title page.

the title should remain the same for each subsequent edition, issue or annual
publication.
** Yukon wordmark: Please check with Queen’s Printer for visual identity guidelines and
how to use wordmarks http://internal.gov.yk.ca/depts/hpw/ss/print_identity.html

Information to appear on the TITLE PAGE or MASTHEAD (in the
case of a periodical)
Title

mandatory

Author / Editor / Compiler

mandatory

Date

mandatory

Department

mandatory

Branch or Division

desirable

Place of publication

mandatory

Series

mandatory if applicable

Edition or Volume

mandatory if applicable

Volume and Issue number

mandatory for periodical

Frequency (e.g. monthly)

mandatory for periodical

Publication’s founding date

desirable for periodical
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Information to appear on the VERSO (back of title page)
Copyright date

mandatory

Department

mandatory

ISBN or ISSN (see below)

desirable

Cataloguing in publication (see below)

desirable

Address / phone / fax /email

mandatory

Information to appear in the BODY OF THE PUBLICATION
The following is to appear at the beginning of the document:
Table of contents

desirable

Introduction and acknowledgments

desirable

Executive summary

desirable

List of illustrations, tables etc.

desirable

Clear page numbers on every page

desirable

Information to appear AFTER THE TEXT of the document:
Bibliography*

desirable

Index
-keyword
-author
-title

desirable

*Bibliography:

you should follow an accepted style guide to maintain consistency
e.g. Turabian, Kate L. A manual for writers of term papers, theses, and
dissertations.
5th ed. Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1987.
[located in EMR Library LB2369.T8 1987]
Turabian Quick Guide:
http://www.press.uchicago.edu/books/turabian/turabian_citationguide.html
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Please refer to the following instructions for obtaining an ISBN or ISSN number from
the Queen’s Printer. The ISBN and ISSN will help the Department to keep track of our
publications, and to uniquely identify each item that we publish.

International Standard Book Number (ISBN)
International Standard Numbers are unique codes used by publishers, libraries and
suppliers to identify published monographs (books).
To obtain an ISBN number, contact Queen’s Printer (queens.printer@gov.yk.ca Phone:
667-8573, Fax: 393-6210 (2nd Fl. Bldg. 277 (W-9), 9029 Quartz Road) and provide
them with the following information:
- the correct title of the document (as printed on front cover)
- the name of the requesting department
- a contact name and phone number
You will then be issued an ISBN number from a list held at the Queen’s Printer.

International Standard Serial Number (ISSN)
The ISSN is a unique code for identifying serial* publications, such as periodicals,
newspapers, annuals, journals and monographic series.
To obtain an ISSN, contact ISSN Canada, a service of Library and Archives Canada:
ISSN Canada Library and Archives Canada
395 Wellington Street
Ottawa, ON K1A 0N4
Telephone: 819-994-6895 or 1-866-578-7777
(toll free in Canada and the US)
Fax: 819-997-6209
E-mail: issn@lac-bac.gc.ca

*What is a serial?:

a “serial” is a publication issued in successive parts and intended to be continued
with no predetermined end.




This definition includes periodicals, newspapers, annuals (reports, yearbooks,
directories, etc.), journals, memoirs, proceedings, transactions of societies,
monographic series, and unnumbered series.
The definition does not include multi-volume sets made up of a finite number of
parts, even if all parts are not issued simultaneously.
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Cataloguing in Publication (CIP)
CIP provides quick and accurate cataloguing for new documents and enables libraries to
make new materials accessible more quickly than would otherwise be possible.
The Canadian Cataloguing in Publication (CIP) Program aims to provide standardized
library cataloguing for forthcoming Canadian publications. CIP cataloguing is
completed and made available before the publication is printed or produced, thereby
providing timely advance cataloguing data to libraries and offering additional
promotional exposure for the eligible publications of Canadian publishers.


Please see your librarian for CIP requests. Please allow for 10 working days for
completion of cataloguing (not including weekends and statutory holidays) from the
federal agency.

Example:
Canadian Cataloguing in Publication Data
Wildlife Minister’s Council of Canada
A wildlife policy for Canada
Issued also in French under the title: Une politique des especes sauvages pour le Canada.
“Adopted by the Wildlife Ministers’ Council of Canada at its meeting September 26-27, 1990.”
ISBN 0-662-18268-5
DSS cat no. CW66-59/1990E
1. Wildlife conservation -- Government policy -- Canada. 2. Wilderness areas -- Government
policy -Canada. 3. Nature conservation -- Government policy -- Canada. I. Canadian Wildlife
Service. II Title.
QL84.24W54 1991

333.95’0971

C91-098506-5

Information for librarians obtaining Cataloguing in Publication:
Cataloguing in Publication (CIP)
Cataloguing in Publication (CIP) is a voluntary program of cooperation between
publishers and libraries. It enables the cataloguing of books BEFORE they are
published, and the prompt distribution of this cataloging information to booksellers and
libraries. The Canadian CIP program is coordinated by Library and Archives Canada.
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A CIP submission form may be obtained from the CIP Office (see address below) or
online at http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/cip/index-e.html
To request CIP data:
Fill out the CIP submission form as best you can and send it along with:
1. a copy of the title page, front and back showing exact wording and order of the
elements to appear on those pages including ISBN and catalogue numbers previously
requested;
2. a copy of the preface or introduction;
3. a copy of the table of contents;
Please do not wait until the last minute to request this data. You can request this data
before the document is in its final form. The CIP data will be sent to you within 10
working days of receiving the request..
For further information, contact:
CIP Coordinator
Library and Archives Canada
395 Wellington Street
Ottawa, ON K1A 0N4
CANADA
Telephone: 819-994-6881
Toll free number in Canada: 1-866-578-7777
Fax: 819-997-7517
Email: cip@lac-bac.gc.ca
Website: www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/cip/index-e.html

Electronic edition of a publication
On-line and electronic media are not permanent. Websites change, DVDs and CDs wear
out, and formats become obsolete. Print versions of documents are still the most
durable.

Internet





should be published in PDF or HTML format
Should be identical to the print edition, except for embedded links, jump marks,
etc.
Link to the publication should be meaningful and as stable as possible
The size of the file should be listed beside the link (e.g. 28.4 Mb)
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CD / DVD, etc.



Clearly indicate the contents of the CD / DVD on the cover
If a publication is published only on a CD / DVD or other electronic format, it will
not be accessible in 10 to 20 years because of changing software & hardware.
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